Identification and Characterization of Effusion Tumor Cells (ETCs) From Remnant Pleural Effusion Specimens
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BACKGROUND: Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide, and patients may have advanced disease when diagnosed. Targeted therapies guided by molecular subtyping of cancer can benefit patients significantly. Pleural effusions are frequently observed in patients with metastatic cancer and are routinely removed for therapeutic purposes; however, effusion specimens have not been recognized as typical substrates for clinical molecular testing because of frequent low tumor cellularity. METHODS: Excess remnant pleural effusion samples (N = 25) from 21 patients with and without suspected malignancy were collected at Stanford Health Care between December 2019 and November 2020. Samples were processed into ThinPrep slides and underwent novel effusion tumor cell (ETC) analysis. The ETC results were compared with the original clinical diagnoses for accuracy. A subset of confirmed ETCs was further isolated and processed for molecular profiling to identify cancer driver mutations. All samples were obtained with Institutional Review Board approval. RESULTS: The authors established novel quantitative standards to identify ETCs and detected epithelial malignancy with 89.5% sensitivity and 100% specificity in the pleural effusion samples. Molecular profiling of confirmed ETCs (pools of 5 cells evaluated) revealed key pathogenic mutations consistent with clinical molecular findings. CONCLUSIONS: In this study, the authors developed a novel ETC-testing assay that detected epithelial malignancies in pleural effusions with high sensitivity and specificity. Molecular profiling of 5 ETCs showed promising concordance with the clinical molecular findings. To promote cancer subtyping and guide treatment, this ETC-testing assay will need to be validated in larger patient cohorts to facilitate integration into cytologic workflow. Cancer Cytopathol 2021;0:1-14. © 2021 American Cancer Society.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide. The pathologist’s role is to identify and characterize tumors to provide the appropriate diagnostic, prognostic, and predictive information for patients and their physicians. The recent development of rare tumor cell detection and capture technology facilitates the identification and characterization of malignant cells from patients’ liquid biopsy specimens.1,2 Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are malignant cells that arise from the primary tumor or metastatic sites and constitute approximately 1 in a million to 1 in a billion of the nucleated cells in the peripheral blood. The presence of CTCs is significantly correlated with disease progression in patients with both localized and metastatic breast, colorectal, and prostate carcinoma.3-7 Most CTC testing methods focus on tumor cells from blood, whereas there has been limited application of CTC testing methods to body fluids.8-10 The expansion of CTC testing techniques to body fluid examination can contribute significantly to the field of cytology.
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Definitive molecular subtyping of cancer is a prerequisite for effective treatment selection and is of great importance to patients with cancer. Prevalent molecular analysis requires a moderate amount of tissue, and repeated sampling is frequently performed either for sufficient material at the time of initial diagnosis or to evaluate for the development of treatment resistance. However, tissue-based tumor profiling is frequently subject to sampling bias, and repeat sampling may subject patients to unnecessary risk. Thus the integration of other testing materials, such as blood and other body fluids (pleural effusions, cerebrospinal fluid, urine, and saliva, etc) for molecular profiling can facilitate cancer subtyping.\(^{11,12}\)

Malignant pleural effusions, which frequently are observed in patients with metastatic lung adenocarcinoma (ACA), may serve as a new source of profiling material. Patients who have lung ACA frequently present with advanced local disease or distant metastasis. Despite the poor prognosis of advanced lung cancer, with a low 5-year survival rate (4%-15%),\(^{13-15}\) targeted therapies in appropriately selected patients have shown significant survival benefits.\(^{16,17}\) Malignant pleural effusions present in patients with metastatic lung ACA are routinely drained and removed for therapeutic purposes.\(^{18}\)

In this study, we modified and applied a CTC testing method to examine malignancies from pleural effusion specimens with high sensitivity. We first established quantitative criteria to faithfully distinguish tumor cells from the background cells. These criteria were validated in pleural effusion samples and used to identify effusion tumor cells (ETCs) from 21 patients. By using this novel ETC testing method, we detected malignancy in patients with high sensitivity and specificity. Further molecular profiling of a subset of confirmed ETCs revealed key pathogenic mutations that also were identified in blinded concurrent or prior clinical molecular testing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Line Controls and Sample Collection and Preparation

For control blood samples, model cancer cells (BT474, breast ductal carcinoma cell line; ATCC HTB-20) were mixed with healthy blood samples and fixed with a proprietary preservative to preserve cell integrity and density. The spike-in blood samples were processed using the AccuCyte sample preparation system (RareCyte Inc) to isolate nucleated cells and spread them evenly onto SuperFrost Plus Microscope Slides (Fisherbrand). The slides were air-dried and stored at −20 °C.

All cytologic samples were obtained with Institutional Review Board approval. We collected remnant ThinPrep (TP) vials from samples preliminarily screened as suspicious or positive for malignancy by a cytotechnologist or samples screened as negative from December 2019 to November 2020 at Stanford Health Care. Effusion samples were collected into TP vials supplied with PreservCyt solution and stored at room temperature without additional prefixation treatments. Each remnant TP vial contained 10 to 25 mL of material with sparse to dense cellularity and were used to generate 2 to 4 TP slides using the Hologic ThinPrep 2000 Processor (Hologic, Inc) by the Stanford Cytology Laboratory. The TP slides were air-dried at room temperature and stained immediately or within 72 hours (stored at −20 °C).

Multiplexed Immunofluorescent Imaging Workflow

We performed multiplexed fluorescent staining of the blood-sample control slides and TP slides using a custom RarePlex Staining Kit (RareCyte Inc). Briefly, the air-dried slides were fixed in 10% neutralized buffered formalin for 10 minutes and then blocked with 10% goat serum. The blocked slides were next subjected to the RarePlex Staining Kit and incubated sequentially with different RarePlex reagents in the dark. The slides were mounted with mounting media and cover-slipped with imaging coverslips (Fisher Scientific). The slides were scanned at x10 magnification using the CyteFinder II HT Instrument (RareCyte Inc). Four-channel images were captured using a consistent configuration (nucleus: 405 nm, 0.005 msec; cytokeratin [CK]: 488 nm, 0.1 msec; CD45: 555 nm, 0.1 msec; epithelial cell adhesion molecule [EpCAM]: 647 nm, 0.1 msec) for all TP slides. The preliminary ETC candidates were screened and ranked using the integrated machine-learning algorithm\(^{22}\) in CyteMapper software (RareCyte Inc). ETCs were further visually confirmed and enumerated by trained reviewers.
Development of Standards for CTC and ETC

We first studied the CTCs from BT474 cell spike-in blood samples following a consistent staining and imaging protocol. After reviewing hundreds of model cancer cells, we found that the malignant cells generally displayed strong CK staining, strong EpCAM staining, and weak CD45 staining compared with the white blood cells (WBCs) in the background. To best evaluate the staining levels, we measured the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) for each biomarker in a group of cells.

To calculate the MFI values, we first defined the outline of a tumor cell or WBC. During image analysis, each pixel has 1 intensity reading, which reflects the strength of fluorescent signal in this pixel. We measured the total fluorescent intensity of the cell (sum of intensity readings from each pixel enclosed in the cell), divided it by the number of pixels included in the cell, and derived the raw MFI values. The background fluorescent intensity was further subtracted from raw MFI values to remove the potential influence of uneven background staining. After comparing the MFI values between a group of tumor cells (N = 80) and WBCs (N = 50), we set tentative cutoffs for positive tumor cells at an EpCAM MFI value > 100 arbitrary units (au), a CK MFI value > 500 au, and a CD45 MFI value < 100 au. WBCs displayed MFI values of CD45 > 100 au, EpCAM < 100 au, and CK < 100 au.

We next examined a pilot group of positive ETCs, confirmed by a cytopathologist (A.C.L.), following the same analysis protocol. We found that the tentative cutoffs for EpCAM and CD45 in the CTCs still held true for the ETCs; however, the CK MFI values varied dramatically in ETCs. We thus applied only the EpCAM and CD45 cutoffs for ETC determination in all 25 samples. The hematopoietic cells from patient effusion samples displayed a staining pattern identical to that of the WBCs from the blood samples. In addition, mesothelial cells were observed as a significant background population in effusion specimens and showed a consistent MFI staining pattern of CK > 100 au, CD45 < 100 au, and EpCAM < 100 au.

ETC Isolation and Library Preparation

To obtain high-quality ETC libraries, we selected 5 representative patient samples from the recently processed samples. The previously examined immunofluorescent-stained patient slides with confirmed ETCs were incubated at 37 °C in 1 × phosphate-buffered saline to remove coverslips and then placed in a CyteFinder II HT Instrument for semiautomated single-cell retrieval with the integrated CytePicker Retrieval Module. Coordinates of confirmed ETCs were imported from CyteFinder scan files, followed by mechanical retrieval, as described previously.22,23 Cells were deposited into low-binding polymerase chain reaction tubes (Axygen), confirmed visually, and stored at −80 °C. Each sample pool was comprised of 5 picking events, and each picking event collected either a single cell or a small cell cluster. Five sample pools were collected per patient, and 3 of the 5 pools were subjected to library preparation.

To generate library preparations, cells were thawed briefly on ice, followed by the addition of Single Cell Lysis Buffer (Takara Bio) and room temperature incubation for 1 hour. Cell lysate was used as the template for the CleanPlex OncoZoom Cancer Hotspot Panel (Paragon Genomics). Library DNA concentrations were measured with the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and fragment size distribution was measured using the Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA Kit (Agilent). Libraries were mixed in equimolar ratios, and sequencing was performed on an Illumina MiSeq with MiSeq Reagent Kit version 2 (300-cycle) cartridges.

Next-Generation Sequencing Data Analysis and ETC Pool Variant Analysis

The Paragon Genomics OncoZoom panel consists of 601 amplicons and was designed to interrogate common mutations in 65 cancer-related genes. Raw sequencing reads were trimmed for adaptors using software cutadapt (https://github.com/marcelm/cutadapt). The sequences were then mapped to the human reference genome GRCh37/hg19 with bwa-mem using the Sentieon analysis package (Sentieon, Inc). Subsequent indel re-alignment and base quality recalibration were also accomplished with the Sentieon package. Mapped reads were filtered, and only reads in which start positions matched amplicon start positions were kept. Amplicon read depth uniformity, mapping rate, on-target rate, and primer-dimer content were surveyed and used to assess library quality. Variant calling was performed using Vardict24 with the amplicon mode. Called variants were filtered, and those with ≥100 read coverage and allele frequency >1% were kept. Variants were counted as somatic mutations for a given patient if they: 1) were reported in COSMIC...
database v71, and 2) were present in ≥2 samples potentially containing cancer cells/DNA at a minimum allele frequency of 1%. We cross-referenced prevalence databases (genome aggregation, gnomAD_exon) to identify single nucleotide variants. The variants with a global mean allele frequency >0.1% were considered likely germline and were not further considered in this study. The ETC variant results were subsequently compared with the electronic medical record (with Institutional Review Board approval) at Stanford and were discussed to confirm the somatic mutations in the patient samples.

**Data Analysis**

All patient information, including patient age, sex, cancer history, and the cellularity information from 11 cases, was collected from the electronic medical record with Institutional Review Board approval. Statistical significance was determined using a Student t test on unpaired data with unequal variance, and $P < .0001$ was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**General Patient Information**

Twenty-five pleural effusion remnant specimens determined to be positive or negative for malignancy on final cytology were collected from 21 patients from December 2019 to November 2020. The cohort consisted of 11 women and 10 men, and the average age was 66.1 ± 15.1 years (range, 26-98 years). As shown in Table 1, the current or prior diagnoses of the patients included 12 lung ACAs, 1 colorectal carcinoma, 1 small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma, 1 triple-negative breast carcinoma, 1 mesothelioma, 1 metastatic thymoma, 1 clinically localized thymoma, 1 large B-cell lymphoma, and 2 with no known history of malignancy. The identification and counting of ETCs in this study were performed with the patient diagnoses blinded.

**Development and Validation of Quantitative Tumor Cell Standards**

Because no quantitative criteria existed to define tumor cells in patient samples, we first sought to establish consistent standards to faithfully distinguish tumor cells from other background cells based on their multiplex staining patterns. We started by examining the control samples with model cancer cells (BT474, breast ductal carcinoma cell line; ATCC HTB-20) spiked into healthy blood samples (Fig. 1A). The 3 biomarkers we chose for multiplex staining pattern analysis were CK cocktail (epithelial marker), CD45 (WBC marker), and EpCAM (epithelial marker). After reviewing hundreds of cancer cells and WBCs, we found that the tumor cells consistently displayed strong CK, strong EpCAM, and weak CD45 staining compared with the WBCs in the background, which displayed weak CK, weak EpCAM, and strong CD45 staining (Fig. 1B). To determine a numeric threshold to separate strong staining from weak staining for each biomarker, we quantitatively examined and compared whole-cell MFI values, as described above (see Materials and Methods), between representative tumor cells and WBCs. As depicted in Figure 1C, tumor cells (N = 80), compared with WBCs (N = 50), exhibited a significantly higher mean CK MFI value (654.0 ± 52.8 vs 11.2 ± 1.1 au; $P < .0001$) and mean EpCAM MFI value (140.4 ± 7.5 vs 2.1 ± 0.3 au; $P < .0001$) while displaying a significantly lower mean CD45 MFI value than the WBCs (16.5 ± 1.5 vs 201.9 ± 21.6 au; $P < .0001$). Based on the explicit and distinct pattern of tumor cells, we set tentative cutoffs to define tumor cells as any given cell exhibiting a CK MFI value >500, an EpCAM MFI value >100, and a CD45 MFI value <100 au.

Next, we sought to validate the cutoffs of model cancer cells in tumor cells from pleural effusion samples.

#### Table 1. Patient Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Age, y</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Type of Cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Lung adenocaricinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Lung adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Mesothelioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Colorectal carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Small cell carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Triple-negative breast carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Metastatic thymoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18a</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Thymoma (not metastatic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>No malignant history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>No malignant history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Large B-cell lymphoma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These patients contributed bilateral pleural effusion specimens.

*This patient contributed 2 ipsilateral pleural effusion specimens taken 56 days apart.
by examining a pilot group of ETCs. TP slides were prepared using the remnant pleural effusion material from 3 patients with lung ACA (patients 1, 3, and 4). The TP slides were stained and imaged following the same protocol (Fig. 2A). The ETC candidates (N = 66) were screened, identified, and confirmed by a cytopathologist.

We examined the MFI values of CK, EpCAM, and CD45 in those confirmed ETCs, and distribution of MFI values of each biomarker is plotted in Figure 2C. Similar to the patterns shown in model tumor cells (shown in Fig. 1), all confirmed ETCs exhibited an EpCAM MFI value >100 au (213.6 ± 15.3 au) and a CD45 MFI value

Figure 1. The establishment of a quantitative standard for circulating tumor cells (CTCs) identification. (A) This schematic depicts blood sample processing and CTC imaging workflow. PBMCs indicates peripheral blood mononucleated cells. (B) Representative 4-channel immunofluorescent images of single CTCs and background white blood cells (WBCs) are shown. (C) This log-scale histogram depicts the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) value distribution of each indicated biomarker in CTCs (N = 80) and WBCs (N = 50). CTCs and WBCs exhibited opposite staining patterns in the cytokeratin (CK), epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), and CD45 channels. a.u. indicates arbitrary units; Std Error, standard error.
Figure 2. Validation of effusion tumor cell (ETC) quantitative standards in a pilot group of pleural effusion samples. (A) This schematic depicts ThinPrep processing and ETC imaging workflow. (B) Representative 4-channel fluorescent images of single ETCs, a small ETC cluster, and a large ETC cluster are shown. Yellow arrowheads indicate a single ETC, and white arrows indicate mesothelial cells. (C) This log-scale histogram depicts the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) value distribution of each indicated biomarker in both ETCs (N = 66) and hematopoietic cells (HCs) (N = 45). ETCs and HCs showed minimal overlapping staining patterns in cytokeratin (CK), epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), and CD45 channels. a.u. indicates arbitrary units; Std Error, standard error.
<100 au (39.8 ± 1.9 au). However, the CK MFI values of confirmed ETCs varied significantly, with an average MFI value of 208.3 ± 21.9 au (<500 au). In contrast, the hematopoietic cells present in pleural effusion samples showed strong CD45 staining (149.8 ± 7.9 au), with only base-level EpCAM staining (16.2 ± 1.6 au) and CK staining (28.7 ± 2.1 au) (Fig. 2C). On the basis of these findings, we validated that the cutoffs for EpCAM and CD45 were still applicable in pleural effusion samples for ETC identification, whereas the CK cutoff was removed due to its variability.

**Comparison of ETC Results to Original Clinical Diagnosis**

By using the validated MFI value cutoffs for EpCAM and CD45, we successfully separated ETCs from the background cells in many patients. The background cells observed in pleural effusion samples were more diverse and differed significantly from those present in the control spike-in blood samples. The background cells included mesothelial cells, histiocytes, lymphocytes, neutrophils, and other inflammatory cells, and background material included acellular debris. Among all these nontumor cells, mesothelial cells displayed the most similar pattern to ETCs in CK and CD45 staining, but not in EpCAM staining (Fig. 2B, white arrows). As shown in Figure 3A, we quantified 60 mesothelial cells from different patients and demonstrated that mesothelial cells consistently displayed only base-level staining of CD45 and EpCAM (CD45: 23.3 ± 1.2 au; EpCAM: 39.7 ± 2.7 au), whereas the CK staining varied significantly (209.5 ± 20.6 au).

The ETCs identified in the effusion specimens were observed in the form of either single cells or clusters (Fig. 2B) with a sparse-to-abundant cellularity. To better report ETC numbers, we classified the ETCs into 3 different groups: 1) a single ETC (an individual ETC), 2) a small cluster (2-10 ETCs), and 3) a large cluster (>10 ETCs). ETCs from 2 or 3 parallel TP slides were examined for each patient by 2 independent qualified researchers to verify numerical accuracy. The frequency of each ETC cluster type is summarized in Table 2 for all 25 samples from 21 patients. Our ETC testing methodology identified malignant cells in patients with different cancer types and detected positive ETC results in 17 confirmed malignant samples, but not in the other 2 malignant samples (Table 2). Overall, our ETC testing showed high sensitivity (89.5%; 17 of 19 samples) and specificity (100%; 6 of 6 samples) for identifying malignancy compared with the clinical diagnosis (Fig. 3B).

Furthermore, our ETC results showed a promising correlation with the reported cell block tumor cellularity (available in 11 patients). When ranking the 11 patient samples with reported tumor cellularity from low to high, our ETC results showed a similar increasing trend in ETC numbers. As summarized in Table 2 and Figure 3C, sample 2 was reported with 0% cell block tumor cellularity, and we identified 0 ETCs and 0 clusters in this effusion sample. For the 4 malignant patient samples (samples 4, 10, 11, and 14) with reported 5% to 20% tumor cellularity, we detected a moderate number of ETCs in all 4 samples (mean: 76.3 single cells, 40.3 small clusters, and 27 large clusters). For the remaining 6 samples reported to have >20% tumor cellularity (samples 1A, 3, 5A, 6B, 9, and 12), we detected a large amount of ETCs and clusters in 5 of 6 samples (mean: 264.8 single cells, 77 small clusters, and 192 large clusters). Taken together, our ETC results showed high sensitivity and specificity in detecting malignancy in remnant pleural effusion specimens of small volume and reflected the tumor cellularity reported in the clinical samples.

**Molecular Profiling of Single ETCs Revealed Key Pathogenic Mutations**

To further obtain cancer subtyping information from confirmed ETCs, we collected ETCs (5 cells or small clusters per sample) from 4 malignant patient samples (patients 9, 10, 12, and 16) and collected CD45-positive cells from patient sample 18A as a control. We lysed the cell samples and performed library preparations on ≥4 samples per patient using the OncoZoom Panel Kit (covering 601 amplicons in 65 genes). After quality-control examination of library DNA concentrations and fragment sizes, the 3 libraries of the best quality from each patient were combined and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq machine. To ensure that our 5-cell profiling protocol was working properly, we first validated this workflow using model cancer cells. For the ETC molecular profiling, we managed to retrieve high-quality sequencing results with great coverage uniformity (80%-90%; coverage uniformity = percentage of targeted base positions in which the read depth is >0.2 times the mean region target coverage depth) for most samples (samples 10, 12, 16, and 18A). Because of its extremely low library DNA concentration, sample 9 showed a significantly lower uniformity
Figure 3. Examination of mesothelial cell staining patterns and comparison between effusion tumor cell (ETC) results and original clinical findings. (A) This histogram depicts the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) value distribution of each indicated biomarker in mesothelial cells (N = 60). Mesothelial cells showed variable MFI in the cytokeratin (CK) channel and base-level staining in the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) and CD45 channels. (B) This summary table depicts the correlation between the current ETC results and clinical cytology findings in detecting epithelial malignancy in all 21 patients. (C) This summary table reveals a concordance between the ETC numbers and cell block tumor cellularity in 11 patients. a.u. indicates arbitrary units; Std Error, standard error.
### TABLE 2. Effusion Tumor Cell Results From Each Sample in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Single ETCs</th>
<th>ETC Small Clusters (2-10 ETCs)</th>
<th>ETC Large Clusters (&gt;10 ETCs)</th>
<th>Cell Block Tumor Cellularity, %</th>
<th>Summary of Original Clinical Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations are cellular with malignant clusters. The cell block sections show mostly blood and mesothelial cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: Both cytologic preparations and cell block sections are cellular with malignant clusters and single cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations are moderately cellular, containing malignant glandular cells in small clusters and single cells. The cell block section findings are noncontributory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections contain numerous clusters of malignant glandular cells, indicative of metastatic adenocarcinoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections show malignant glandular epithelial cells in cohesive clusters and single dispersed cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>&gt;80</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections are cellular, containing numerous malignant glandular epithelial cells arranged in clusters and single cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections are cellular, containing numerous malignant glandular epithelial cells arranged in clusters and single cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Malignant: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections show a population of malignant epithelioid cells arranged in small, cohesive clusters and as single dispersed cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Malignant: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections show malignant epithelioid cells arranged in small clusters and single cells. On immunohistochemical staining, the malignant cells are positive for MOC31. Calretinin is negative in the malignant cells and highlights background mesothelial cells. Together, the findings support involvement by metastatic carcinoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections demonstrate various involvement by malignant glandular epithelial cells presenting in cohesive clusters and as single dispersed cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations are cellular, containing malignant glandular cells in 3-dimensional clusters and single cells. The cell block sections are scanty cellular but show concordant features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9o</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections are abundantly cellular and show malignant epithelial cells in cohesive clusters and single dispersed cells. Immunohistochemical stains show that the malignant cells are focally positive for BER-EP4 and extensively positive for TTF-1. Calretinin highlights scattered mesothelial cells. These findings support metastatic adenocarcinoma, consistent with lung origin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10o</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Approx 5</td>
<td>Malignant: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections are moderately cellular and show a population of variously cohesive cells with enlarged, pleomorphic nuclei, nuclear contour irregularities, prominent nucleoli, multinucleation, and moderate-to-abundant amounts of delicate, occasionally vacuolated cytoplasm. Immunohistochemistry shows that these cells are positive for MOC31, consistent with metastatic carcinoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Metastatic adenocarcinoma: The cytologic preparation and cell block sections contain malignant epithelial cells arranged in clusters and single cells. The cells demonstrate moderate amounts of finely vacuolated cytoplasm and enlarged hyperchromatic nuclei with prominent nucleoli. These cytologic features are indicative of a metastatic adenocarcinoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12o</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Metastatic carcinoma: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections are abundantly cellular and show malignant epithelial cells in cohesive clusters and single dispersed cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Malignant: The cytologic preparations and cell block sections are cellular, showing malignant epithelioid cells appearing in cohesive clusters and as single dispersed cells. The cells exhibit enlarged, irregular nuclei, visible nucleoli, and a moderate amount of vacuolated cytoplasm. Together with the patient’s history (prior cytology reviewed in comparison), the findings are consistent with involvement by mesothelioma.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
compared with the other samples (Fig. 4A). Our profiling results revealed several interesting point mutations in each patient sample.

In patient 9 (Fig. 4B), we detected a point mutation in TP53 (I162F; 49%) from the 5 cells. By comparison, the clinical molecular testing based on the Stanford Solid Tumor Actionable Mutation Panel (STAMP) (covering 130 genes) performed on the same effusion sample reported mutations in EGFR (L858R; 97%; pathogenic) and TP53 (I162F; 37%; likely pathogenic). Our assay successfully detected the TP53 (I162F) mutation; however, it missed the pathogenic EGFR (L858R) point mutation. CDK4 was not included in the OncoZoom panel (65 genes) and thus was beyond the scope of our current testing panel.

For patient 10 (Fig. 4C), our profiling results showed a mutation in KRAS (G12A; 83%), whereas the clinical results obtained from a prior lung fine-needle aspiration specimen showed mutations in KRAS (G12A; 8%; pathogenic), KEAP1 (E441X; 10%; likely pathogenic), and STK11 (I26fs; likely pathogenic). Our profiling assay identified the main pathogenic mutation KRAS (G12A) with significantly higher variant allele fractions (83% vs 8%); however, it did not detect the likely pathogenic mutation in STK11. This could be because the STK11 (I26fs) mutation was subclonal and was not present in the 5 cells we selected for sequencing. KEAP1 was not included in our current OncoZoom panel and thus was beyond the detection scope of our assay.

The 5-cell profiling results of patient 12 (Fig. 4D) revealed mutations in ERBB2 (S310F; 92%) and PTEN (P213fs; 86.8%) and an EGFR exon 19 deletion (42%), all of which were also reported as pathogenic mutations in clinical testing. The clinical STAMP assay performed on the same sample reported an additional frame-shift mutation in KRAS (G12A; 83%), whereas the clinical results obtained from a prior lung fine-needle aspiration specimen showed mutations in KRAS (G12A; 8%; pathogenic), KEAP1 (E441X; 10%; likely pathogenic), and STK11 (I26fs; likely pathogenic). Our profiling assay identified the main pathogenic mutation KRAS (G12A) with significantly higher variant allele fractions (83% vs 8%); however, it did not detect the likely pathogenic mutation in STK11. This could be because the STK11 (I26fs) mutation was subclonal and was not present in the 5 cells we selected for sequencing. KEAP1 was not included in our current OncoZoom panel and thus was beyond the detection scope of our assay.
Figure 4. Molecular profiling of selected patient effusion tumor cells (ETCs) (5 cells) revealed key mutations supported by clinical reports. (A) This plot shows the coverage uniformity (% amplicons > 0.2*mean) in each library prepared using ETCs from 5 selected patients. (B-E) Summary plots depict side-by-side comparisons in point mutations identified from each indicated patient between our ETC assay (blue) and clinical testing (red). (F) This table depicts the per-variant sensitivity of profiling results in from 4 patients with malignant disease: per-variant sensitivity = (no. of confirmed somatic mutations identified in ETC assay)/(no. of identified somatic mutations in the Stanford Solid Tumor Actionable Mutation Panel [STAMP] assay). Error bars represent the standard error (Std Error). Pathogenic mutations (3 asterisks) and likely pathogenic mutations (1 asterisk) are indicated. N.A. indicates mutations that were not covered in the OncoZoom panel; VAF, variant allele frequency.
mutation in RB1 (F132fs; pathogenic) and a point mutation in TP53 (R249W; likely pathogenic); however, these 2 targets fell out of the detection scope of our testing panel.

Finally, our molecular profiling of patient 16 (Fig. 4E) displayed a deleterious mutation in TP53 (R196*; 93%), which was identified in clinical testing as a pathogenic mutation (based on the Guardant 360 results, performed on a peripheral blood sample). For the benign patient sample 18A, we only detected likely germline variants.

Overall, our 5-ETC profiling assay showed promising results in identifying the key pathogenic mutations driving cancer and high per-variant sensitivity in many samples (Fig. 4F). However, our current profiling panel will need to be further expanded to provide comprehensive molecular profiling information.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined the tumor cells present on TP slides prepared using excess remnant pleural effusion samples of small volume (10-25 mL from each TP container, which is significantly smaller than the recommended 50-75 mL sample for diagnostic adequacy) and managed to detect malignancy from a small pool of cells (as few as 1000 total cells). We have also established a consistent and quantitative standard for ETC identification, which worked well for most patients with carcinoma in this study. Our novel ETC-testing assay detected tumor cells from different primary sites with high sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, we successfully isolated and performed genetic analysis of the confirmed ETCs (5 cells per sample) in selected patients using targeted next-generation sequencing methods and revealed key pathogenic mutations in patients that overlapped largely with the clinical molecular testing results.

However, we noticed that our current ETC-testing assay failed to detect malignancy in 2 samples diagnosed as lung ACA (lung ACA; patients 2 and 7). In addition, in sample 6B, with reported high tumor cellularity (lung ACA; 70% tumor cellularity), we only identified 3 single ETCs and zero ETC clusters from a pool of 1251 cells (Table 2), which is significantly lower than the number of single ETCs and clusters present in other patients with comparable tumor cellularity. This possibly may be attributed to the absence of malignant cells and clusters in the remnant effusion samples or to an unequal distribution of cells (sampling error). For future directions, we seek to improve the performance of our current multiplexed immunofluorescent staining panel by incorporating additional cancer-specific biomarkers (TTF-1, GATA3, PAX8, calretinin, etc) to provide more cancer subtyping information. Interestingly, 1 patient in our cohort (patient 13) was diagnosed with mesothelioma; however, the tumor cells exhibited positive EpCAM staining in our ETC assay. A prior ipsilateral effusion also showed strong, diffuse, membranous MOC31 staining in addition to CK5/CK6, WT1, and calretinin positivity and harbored a BAP1 M211fs mutation. Given that positive EpCAM/MOC31 staining has been reported in 32% of patients with epithelioid mesothelioma,27,28 we are interested in examining this patient further.

Another major advantage of our ETC-testing assay is to provide genetic profiling results using as few as 5 ETCs, which enabled us to examine disease-related mutations from a very specific group of cells. Different from the prevalent molecular testing method, which examines a mixed population of cells with either high or low tumor cellularity,29 we used this ETC-profiling assay to analyze a much more homogenous groups of tumor cells. We were able to detect disease-driver mutations with 33% to 100% per-variant sensitivity compared with the clinical findings (Fig. 4F) and identified only germline variants in the patient sample with no malignancy. We acknowledge that the EGFR L858R mutation was not detected in our assay. We double-checked to confirm that coverage for the amplicons covering this locus was good. So, this observation could be a false negative result in our profiling assay, which requires us to test more ETC samples from this patient in the follow-up study. Our ETC profiling assay also reported additional mutations, including RET (G691S; 63%), PIK3R1 (M326I; 48%), and PTEN (C-9G), which were filtered out as germline variants. These variants were also detected by the clinical molecular testing panel and were not reported because they were interpreted as germline or nonexonic. For future directions, we seek to collect more ETC samples and incorporate parallel on-slide germline controls for each patient to perform additional sequencing. If we can gain access to the tumor DNA used for the clinical sequencing, we will further perform parallel library preparation and sequencing of these clinical materials using our OncoZoom panel to compare with our ETC profiling...
results. Last but not least, we are motivated to isolate more small clusters and large clusters of ETCs from any given patient to perform molecular profiling on different tumor cell groups, which we expect to reveal information about tumor heterogeneity.

In conclusion, we have developed a robust ETC identification assay that is able to identify rare carcinoma cells with high sensitivity and specificity from TP slides. We also isolated these confirmed ETCs and established a molecular profiling assay using 5 tumor cells. Next, we plan to expand these assays further by incorporating additional immunohistochemical markers and testing different sample types (peritoneal effusion, pericardial effusion, cerebrospinal fluid, urine, saliva, etc). We would expect that these assays may also apply to other material, such as fine-needle aspiration slides or histologic sections of cell blocks or surgical pathology specimens. Incorporation of this novel multiplexed immunofluorescent staining-based tumor cell characterization technology into pathology practice will expand and improve our clinical capabilities, enabling us to provide more using less for our patients and their treating clinicians.
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